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“  some things happen by accident-  
embrace them.”  
    mario testino

It is indeed by accident that we, at Opera Gallery, first came across Russian artist Pokras Lampas’ work a couple 
of years ago. We remember seeing one of his now widely known “calligraphy on girls” videos and immediately 
being drawn to his style, colours and the perfect execution of his work. That first visual impact never left the 
back of our minds.

Thanks to social media, we were able to follow him in all anonymity, like secret admirers, for several years. 
Hidden behind our computer screen, we saw the young artist mature, his work and technique evolving into 
what we believe today has become the most sophisticated form of “Calligrafitti”. We were not the only ones 
to take notice of his talent, since Pokras has been in high demand for artistic and corporate projects, but also 
been commissioned by some of today’s biggest private art patrons in the world. Most notably, he has achieved 
exceptional feats such as setting the World Record for the biggest calligraphy work, proudly adorning a rooftop 
in Moscow and visible on Google Earth.

Nothing indicated our path would cross and yet the Middle East brought us closer. Earlier this year, Pokras 
was the youngest artist selected to feature a well-curated selection of his artworks in the 7th edition of the 
Sharjah Calligraphy Biennale. This is when we had the chance to meet him in person and to probe his mind to 
fully understand his unique approach to calligraphy. Our long discussion evolved into one of the most natural 
artist-gallerist relationships.

The first thing that stroke us is his relentless ability to push the boundaries of calligraphy further than anybody 
ever has. Whether in different alphabet, use of colours, mediums, instruments, textures, Pokras is showing an 
incredible maturity and curiosity. All of this passion and technique are now translated onto twenty gorgeous 
canvases, unveiled on the occasion of this solo show aptly titled “Calligrafuturism - Chapter 1.0”

Opera Gallery invites you to embrace this beautiful “accident” and to discover Pokras Lampas’ latest works for 
the duration of his first gallery show in the region.

gilles dyan  sylvain gaillard
Founder and Chairman  Director
Opera Gallery Group Opera Gallery Dubai
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could you tell us about your artistic background?

My artistic background comes from the streets as well as from graphic design. Since I started graffiti 8 years 
ago, I’ve been inspired by street calligraphy and by the first Calligraffiti projects. I then began to merge these 
two with my graphic design knowledge, digital research and international typographic trends.

you are one of the first street art calligraphers, can you tell us  
when and why you started to bring the calligraphic art to the streets? 

From 2011 I’ve been developing my handwriting skills further, inspired by Niels Shoe Meulman’s artworks and 
by the will to develop calligraphy out of traditional mediums. I’ve used a gothic blackletter base first, mixing it 
with letter constructions of my own and with graffiti tools like 60mm wide tag markers and wide brooms. For 
me it was a way to express the hand movement and to perform my own skills freely.

what language do you use to create your art, if any? 

My language is Russian. I’m working with Cyrillic and Latin letters, but I’m constantly researching different 
cultures to gain new knowledge. I’ve studied Korean calligraphy and have investigated Japanese, Chinese, 
Greek and Arabic letters a lot, to turn Cyrillic letter shapes into new forms. For instance, it allows me to instil 
an Arabian touch in my work without using the original calligraphy or alphabet.

the mediums you use are various, from bodies to walls; you also paint  
on canvases,  use virtual reality and information technologies for some 
of your performances. which medium inspires you the most and how do 
you apprehend such diversity in your art?

We are living in a special time where there is no limit in the mediums an artist can use. For me the most 
important thing is freedom of creativity, and that is why I love to experiment with it. Virtual reality holds huge 
possibilities, but I prefer the texture of paint and tools to it; hence my preferred mediums are canvases and 
walls. And yet I’m on the way to mixing them with light and digital projections in the future.

i n t e r v i e w  p o k r a s  l a m p a s
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how do you position yourself in the current russian art landscape?

I endeavour to remain the main modern calligraphy artist in Russia. It’s not only about ambition and popularity, 
but also about inspiring and guiding people in art and about representing the country.

I’m continuously concerned about showcasing the best quality results in my works; about bringing to bear my 
knowledge and experience in designs or art events. Successful projects open the way for promoting other art 
projects in Russia, so I’m always keen on crazy undertakings, whether in Russia or over the world.

you happen to partner with brands to extend you art to fashion:  
how can these two fields be complementary according to you?  
would you like to tend to more transdisciplinary approaches in the 
future?

Being inspired by fashion art performances, I’ve been strongly impressed by one of the most memorable 
moments of McQueen’s runway shows, when two robots spray-painted a dress worn by the model Shalom 
Harlow (Dress No. 13, spring/summer 1999). When I’m working with fashion brands, I aim at learning from 
their experience and at sharing mine for a unique result. Working each year for the next year’s collection is a 
fascinating way to catch sight of and invent new trends before others.

could you talk about your on-going projects?  
what artistic challenges would you like to take on?

I’m thrilled to announce the official release of my calligraphy embroideries in stores for the Spring-Summer 
2017 Dries Van Noten menswear collection. I’ve also been invited to create about twelve monumental canvases 
as the cover and illustrations for Pirelli’s 2016 financial report. Moreover, I’m working for a secret brand’s 
upcoming collection, but I can’t reveal any details for now.

As for new challenges, I’m running numerous experimental projects this year, such as new murals, sculptures, 
fashion and streetwear collaborations, as well as independent artistic projects. Hope you will enjoy them! 

speaking of performance, what attracts you to this special practice  
of art? you’ve made the largest calligraffiti of the world last year, 
why did you accept such a challenge and what have you learned from 
this experience? 

As for me, performance is the best way to express calligraphy as an art to the audience. No matter whether it 
is haute couture performance on clothes, street tagging with a huge fire extinguisher filled with paint, digital 
sticks and virtual reality helms, thin calligraphic works with quills or huge brushes on rooftops – such action 
requires perfect harmony with the tools, freedom of mind and trained skills. It’s always a big challenge because 
you can’t fail in the result, and that’s precisely why I really love this process. 

When I started working on the rooftop, I had already experienced the creation of a huge calligraphy on the 
frozen Baltic sea. I’ve had growing confidence in my team from my past projects; I think that for any big project 
not only the mere idea matters, but also the people realising it. When united together, the idea can grow into 
something huge. 

have you been inspired by dishu – the chinese tradition of street 
calligraphy using water - in your practice of art?

This tradition has a wide range of practice – from traditional calligraphy to the basics of modern typography, 
using bricks as a grid for letters. This technique joins a one-off result and an ancient experience. I believe that 
in the future we will also practice it in the virtual reality of the digital world, changing 2D areas into 3D spaces. 

calligraphy is a millenary art that is the vehicle of specific cultural 
traditions. what are your cultural influences and inspirations? do you 
intend to enhance them in a way through your works?

I have always been inspired by different cultures, alphabets and letterforms. Being a graphic designer, I’ve 
observed many glyphs with unusual shapes and symbols, which were a strong influence for me. Each year, I 
travel over the world extensively to meet calligraphy artists and to learn from them.

My main goal is to show the harmony between different cultures, merged into one another through calligraphic 
art in balance and harmony. Influenced by the Latin, Cyrillic, Arabic and Asian calligraphy, I’ve developed a style 
of my own, “Calligrafuturism”, based on my concept of what international calligraphy will be in the future.



I’ve always loved letters. I’ve started by creating graffiti and then moved on to graphic design and calligraphy. 
Within the process, I’ve often been inspired by the harmony of the shape of letters and by their ability to carry a 
cultural background. I admire their capacity to concisely express every idea; when the texts themselves, along 
with the process of writing, are transformed into an object of art and inspiration.

Over the years, I’ve deepened my knowledge of the history of calligraphy. I constantly travel around the world 
and meet young and old masters to learn about their technique and analyse their experience. This gave me an 
idea about how often we study the past while forgetting that future history is being made here and now. This 
led me to broaden my own reflections about calligraphy of the future.

My main goal is to show the harmony of different cultures united within modern calligraphy. I’m glad to witness 
a growing multiculturalism around the world, which is reflected in art, music, education and everyday life. This 
is the future that I foresee and the values that I promote.

I am always open to new experiments – creating huge works on the roofs, taking part in fashion performances, 
collaborating with major and local brands, trying new technologies like virtual reality and much more.  All my 
experiences, my emotions and knowledge are being transmitted through my works; together, they form a clear 
retrospective of my art.

All the works presented in this exhibition are thoroughly meaningful to me since they are my best canvases 
from the last two years. They hold my sense of the latest trends in fashion, art and design, my research on new 
forms and my rethinking Cyrillic, Latin, Arabic and Asian calligraphy.

I created the term “Calligrafuturism” based on my own impressions, opinions, researches and experiences. It 
is aimed at showing my artistic vision of the future of calligraphy and uniting those who share my concepts.

Come and be inspired.

Sincerely, 
pokras lampas

a r t i s t ’ s  s t a t e m e n t
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DETAIL OF WORK

i ’m wĪde opĖÑ



i ’m wĪde opĖÑ, 2016
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy BLACK PAINT ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.
Ø 120 CM - 47.2 in .

inspired by the song “wide open” by the 
chemical brothers and their official video 
in collaboration with gorgeous the mill 
production.  

the artwork is related to the multi-layered 
letters formed in sphere.
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whÃt —’nspÏres ŸØu, 2016 
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy BLACK & GOLD PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN LATIN CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
Ø 120 CM - 47.2 in .14 I  15

inspiration is everywhere, you can find it in 
people, fashion, music, art, nature, science or 
literature. “what would life be if we had no 
courage to attempt anything?” 

vincent van gogh



ВcĒ7ДÄ ĖÇtЬ ЦВĘtЫ ДЛЯ ТĒx,  
ktØ xÕЧЕТ ВИДĒtЬ ИХ, 2016
ACRyLIC, GOLDEN & GLOSSy PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN CyRILL IC CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
120 x 90 CM - 47.2 x 35.4 in .

“  there are always flowers for those who want 
to see them”

henri matisse
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¥°Ū cÆn °nlŸ gØ f°rwĀrd by mÃkÏng m—’stÆkes, 2016 
GLOSSy BLACK & GOLD PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN LATIN CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
100 x 100 CM - 39.4 x 39.4 in .

“you can only go forward by making mistakes”

alexander mcQueen
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DETAIL OF WORK

sØm3dÃ¥ we wĪŁl grÕw up our unÏvers3



sØm3dÃ¥ we wĪŁl grÕw up our unÏvers3,  2016
ACRyLIC PAINT, THREE K INDS OF S ILVER INK ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.
Ø 180 CM - 70.9 in .

the artwork is inspired by space explorations  
and researches, based on the photo shots from 
the hubble space telescope.
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Ēye of  the uÑivËrse, 2016 
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy S ILVER & GOLD PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.
Ø 120 CM - 47.2 in .24 I  25

“look at the sky.  we are not alone. the whole 
universe is friendly to us and conspires only to 
give the best to those who dream and work”

a. p.  j.  abdul kalam



e¥e of  the knØwŁedgĒ, 2016 
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy S ILVER & GOLD PAINTS, SOME DETAILS ARE MADE OF 18 KARAT GOLD  
LEAVES POWDER PAINT ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.
Ø 180 CM - 70.9 in .

special techniQue based on the change  
of the bronze colour into the old rusted  
metal one.
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hÃrmØn¥, 2016 
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy BLACK & GOLD PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.
100 x 100 CM - 39.4 x 39.4 in .

this artwork is dedicated to the harmony 
between the eastern and western worlds.

the circle form of this composition meets the 
rhombus shape of the golden details within.

together these geometric shapes symbolise the 
“dot” in different cultures.
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DETAIL OF WORK

ÏÑs—’ght



ÏÑs—’ght, 2016 
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy BLACK & GOLD PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN LATIN CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
Ø 120 CM - 47.2 in .

based on the eye of david, this artwork 
is dedicated to my vision of letters and 
calligraphy in the deep future.
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c o p y c a t s 
c o p y c a t s,  2016
ACRyLIC, GOLD & METALLIC BLuE PAINTS ON CANVAS, MIxED MEDIA.
RE-THINKING THE OLD ENGLISH GOTHIC TyPOGRAPHy.
120 x 120 CM - 47.2 x 47.2 in .

this artwork is dedicated to the use of the  
“old english gothic” font by a huge amount of 
fashion brands, that is massively reproduced by 
local streetwear brands.
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crŸstal skies,  2016
ACRyLIC PAINT, SECRET PAINT ON CANVAS BASED ON INVERTED COLOuRS,  
FINISHED WITH GLOSSy GLIT TER VANISH.  
MODERN LATIN CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
118 x 118 CM - 46.5 x 46.5 in .

inspired by the song “new beginnings” by crystal skies. 
artistic reflections based on the expression of selected 
music.
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frØm the dĒsert, 2016 
ACRyLIC PAINT, THREE K INDS OF GOLD PAINT ON CANVAS.  
PAINT MADE WITH A SECRET TECHNIQuE BASED ON INVERTED COLOuRS. 
MODERN LATIN CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.  
118 x 118 CM - 46.5 x 46.5 in .38 I  39

inspired by “40 poems from the desert”,  written 
by his highness sheikh mohammed bin rashid al 
maktoum. pokras lampas has used this volume of 
poetry to learn more about arabic literature. 



fÃntasŸ, 2016
ACRyLIC PAINT, SECRET PAINT BASED ON INVERTED COLOuRS ON CANVAS.  
FINISHED WITH GLOSSy VANISH.  
MODERN LATIN CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
118 x 118 CM - 46.5 x 46.5 in .

inspired by the song “65daysofstatic” by supermoon. 
artistic reflections based on the expression of 
selected music.
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DETAIL OF WORK

dedÏcÃtiØÑ



dedÏcÃtiØÑ, 2016
GLOSSy BLACK & GOLD PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN CyRILL IC CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
Ø 120 CM - 47.2 in .

“i  don’t think art is propaganda; it should be 
something that liberates the soul, provokes the 
imagination and encourages people to go further. 
it celebrates humanity instead of manipulating it.” 

keith haring
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ghØst fŁÕwer, 2016
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy BLACK & GOLD PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN LATIN CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
120 x 120 CM - 47.2 x 47.2 in .

based on the rose image, this artwork is 
dedicated to my artistic purpose: using 
calligraphy as an image.
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DETAIL OF WORK

cÕctpÃДÅhИĘ /  ĒmpÃthŸ



cÕctpÃДÅhИĘ /  ĒmpÃthŸ, 2016
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy BLACK & GOLD PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN CyRILL IC CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
180 x 120 CM - 70.9 x 47.2 in . 

artistic reflections about mixing styles of 
calligraphy and merging together arabic and 
european styles.
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ЭТØ hĒ kp¥7 /  thÏs Īs nÕt a cÏrÇŁe, 2016
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy BLACK & GOLD PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN CyRILL IC CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
Ø 180 CM - 70.9 in .

inspired by rené magritte’s “the treachery of 
images”,  ceci n’est pas une pipe (this is not a pipe).

artistic reflections about mixing styles of 
calligraphy and merging together asian and 
european styles.
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bДØxhobЛЯЙСЯ / gĒt ÏnspĪred, 2016
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy BLACK & GOLD PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN CyRILL IC CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
120 x 120 CM - 47.2 x 47.2 in .

artistic reflections about mixing styles of 
calligraphy and merging together arabic and 
european styles.
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cØntrÃst betwĒeÑ, 2015
ACRyLIC PAINT, GLOSSy BLACK & RED PAINTS ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN LATIN CALLIGRAPHy IN SELF-DEVELOPED CALLIGRAFuTuRISM STyLE.
120 x 90 CM - 47.2 x 35.4 in .

artistic reflections about mixing styles of 
calligraphy and merging together asian and 
european styles.
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gŁÏtche, 2015
ACRyLIC PAINT ON CANVAS. MIxED MEDIA.  
MODERN LATIN CALLIGRAPHy, HAND-PAINTED “SCAN” GL ITCHE.
120 x 90 CM - 47.2 x 35.4 in .

dedicated to the phenomenal modern art “glitche” 
application, which changed the world when  
the digital distortion was brought up to date as 
the decade’s trend.
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POKRAS LAMPAS REALISED IN SEPTEMBER 2015 THE B IGGEST 
CALLIGRAFFIT I IN THE WORLD ON A ROOFTOP IN MOSCOW, 
RuSSIA.

THIS PERFORMANCE IS 1625 SQuARE METERS AND IS V IS IBLE 
ON GOOGLE EARTH.



THE ARTWORK cØntrÃst betwĒeÑ
HAS BEEN SHOT ON THE FROzEN BALTIC SEA 
ON ExTREMELy LOW TEMPERATuRE.



Russian artist Pokras Lampas was born in September 1991 in Korolyov, Russia, and is today one of the most 
distinguished modern calligraphy representatives.

He started creating graffiti in 2008 and soon after was inspired by the “Calligraffiti” movement; hence he turned 
his focus on street calligraphy. Later, Pokras Lampas was invited to become an official Calligraffiti ambassador 
while he was also working on a self-developed “Calligrafuturism” style.

Pokras Lampas is actively experiencing different directions of modern calligraphy by applying and combining 
his knowledge of street culture, design and typography of different nations and generations. 

He is particularly involved in street art projects, exhibitions and other related projects since 2013. He regularly 
works with main Russian and international brands. Recently, Pokras Lampas started to work with high fashion 
brands and developed a menswear collection. 

Over the past years, Pokras Lampas took part to group exhibitions and art projects held in Russia, France, 
Germany, Italy, Portugal, Korea and the uAE.

In 2015, Pokras Lampas performed the first world’s largest calligraffiti on the roof of a building in Moscow. The 
artwork can be seen from a satellite and on Google Earth. 

exhibitions and performances

2016 Group exhibition, Sharjah Calligraphy Biennale, Sharjah, uAE (note: youngest artist represented) 
 Group exhibition «The Design of Words», Acqua su Marte, Milano, Italy 
 Group exhibition «Marseille Street Art Show», Galerie Saint Laurent, Marseille, France

2015  Live performance at the Bolshoy Theatre, Moscow, Russia 
 Solo exhibition “Modern Hangul”, 8Feat Gallery Seoul, South Korea  
 Live calligraphy performance in collaboration with uOT Lena Maksimova, Moscow, Russia 
 Biggest calligraphy artwork in the world, executed on the roof of a building in Moscow, Russia 
 “Vkontakte festival” performance, Tercenary Park, Saint-Petersburg, Russia
 Group exhibition “Calligraffiti Ambassadors”, Affenfaust Galerie, Hamburg, Germany
 Creation of mural within “K-Live” festival, Sète, France
 K-Lash group exhibition within “K-Live” festival, Sète, France
 Red Bull’s “Canvas Cooler”, Saint-Petersburg, Russia
 First huge on-ice calligraphy on the Baltic Sea surface, Gulf of Finland

2014 “Artistic Reflections about yunus Empire” exhibition, Eskişehir, Turkey
and earlier  Performance for “Picnic Afisha”, Moscow, Russia
 “ArtMosSfera” street art biennale, Artplay, Moscow, Russia
 “Typomania” festival, Flacon, Moscow, Russia
 Group exhibition “Tranzitnaya zona”, Perm Gallery, Perm, Russia

corporate clients: Nike, Mercedes Benz, Pirelli, Red Bull, Ford, Panasonic, Nestlé, Dries Van Noten

a b o u t  p o k r a s  l a m p a s
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STREET ART PERFORMANCE,  
LOuRES, PORTuGAL, JuNE 2016. 

POKRAS LAMPAS HAS PERFORMED A PAINTING 
ON ICE ON THE FROzEN BALTIC SEA By –27C.



coordinators:  
sylvain gaillard, aurélie heuzard, anne pierrot-plénard

designer:  
élisabeth chardin

in partnership with:

Gate Village, Building 3, Dubai International Financial Centre, Po Box 506737 Dubai, uAE       T. + 971 4 323 0909         dubai@operagallery.com

operagallery.com
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